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The capital is divided into the commercial capital and the industrial capital. The 
commercial capital is the independent capital operation form and it plays the capital 
role which cannot be substituted in the social reproduction process. The separation of 
commercial capital and industrial capital is the inevitable trend of social division of 
labor. The marketing of the household appliance product belongs to the operation 
category of the commercial capital and the operation of the commercial capital 
accompanies with certain risk by all means. But for long time, the selling departments 
of the household appliance product of China actually don’t undertake and don’t hope 
to undertake the commercial risk also. They frequently pass the commercial risk to the 
manufacturer through using a for-rent place, taking the rent and assigning the 
assistants etc. That makes the management of the selling of household appliance 
product into the estate management. This kind of circulation organization which is 
scattered and small and weak and the circulation pattern which is dependent are more 
and more difficult to adapt the development request of the social large-scale 
production. It falls short of the theory of social division of labor if the household 
appliance product manufacturer sets up the selling network by oneself from the degree 
of resources optimization. And at the same time that will affect the exertion of the 
core competition ability in the design and manufacture aspect. 
As a result of the above-mentioned reasons make the circulation of the household 
appliance product staying at the low administration levels and low levels operation. 
That leads to the low circulation efficiency and low circulation quality things 
happened. The actuality of the household electric appliance industry is from seller’s 
market to buyer’s market since later of 90’s of 20th century, which makes the 
circulation actuality of household appliance product and the real market demand 
disjointed widely. Under this kind of situation the organization form and selling 
pattern urgently need to transform. So it comes to the selling of multiple shop patterns. 
The multiple shop patterns which come to being are the requisite result of household 
electric appliance industry.  
This paper begins from the history of the household appliance product. Then take 













as analysis objects. Through analyzing their management pattern and core competition 
abilities, we will find their predominance and inferior position from their competition 
counterworker. They should be by dint of the information technique to improve them 
in the process of development and solve the various problems which are existed and 
evade the various development traps. At last the author makes out the forecast of the 
trend of development of multiple shops. 
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